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◼ New technologies, particularly in the area of

telecommunication, navigation, instruments, and

propulsion systems, open new possibilities for

smaller satellites’ applications in interplanetary

exploration missions

◼ In the future, some interplanetary exploration

mission can be implemented by means of

MicroSats and CubeSats.

Introduction
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◼ Interplanetary CubeSat mission has become

reality from concept. MarCO is a successful

story.

◼ Several interplanetary exploration mission

concepts have been proposed in recent years.

◼ It can be seen that more and more

interplanetary exploration mission will be

realized by means of MicroSats and CubeSats

in the future.

Introduction
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◼ Due to limited resources, in general the CubeSats will

arrived at target object with main probe.

◼ CubeSat piggy-bag missions can become more common

in the future interplanetary mission, with the advantage

of less requirements for propulsion, navigation,

communication, etc.

◼ For autonomous exploration mission, using a micro

satellite is more feasible way to implement currently.

◼ Both a CubeSat system concept and a MicroSat system

concept for asteroid exploration mission were under

studies at DFH Satellite Co. Ltd.

Introduction
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◼ After successful lunar missions, including

nearside and farside landing exploration mission,

Lunar sampling and Mars mission are under

developing. Asteroid will be the next objective for

Chinese deep space exploration mission.

◼ According to first Chinese asteroid mission plan,

a asteroid samples return and comet flyby

mission concept has been proposed.

◼ It could be launched by LM-3B about 2024.

Asteroid ------ Next Objective For Chinese Deep Space Mission 

The Piggy-bag Opportunity from First Chinese Asteroid Mission  
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◼ The asteroid mission wound put a probe on the

2016 HO3 asteroid, and would later return to

Earth’s orbit and drop a sample back to Earth.

◼ After visiting 2016 HO3, the spacecraft would

undertake a seven-year journey beyond mars, to

the solar system’s asteroid belt. There, It wound

study the comet 133P.

◼ The mission aim to find clues about the

formation and evolution of small bodies in the

solar system and their interaction with the solar

wind.

Mission Overview of The First Chinese Asteroid Mission 

The Piggy-bag Opportunity from First Chinese Asteroid Mission  
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① 发射段

③ 2016HO3交会段

地球再入

④ 绕飞探测段

⑤ 下降段

飞越或借力

⑩ 绕飞探测段

⑨ 133P交会段

地球借力

② 近地小行星转移段

⑧ 主带彗星转移段

⑦ 返回再入段

⑥ 表面附着段

表面起飞

133P Rendezvous Phase

Descent Phase

Fly-around 
Exploration 

Main Belt Comet Transfer

Fly-by and 
Gravity Assist 

Back and 
Re-entry 
Phase

Fly-around Exploration 

Take off 
from surface

2016HO3 Rendezvous Phase

Launch Phase

Flight Profile
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Orbit Transfer 
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◼ In April 2019, China National Space Administration announced that

China is planning a robotic mission that would return samples from an

asteroid and visit a comet.

◼ It has invited international researchers to take part and propose

scientific payloads that could fly on this mission, either developed

independently or in collaboration with Chinese partners.

◼ There are about 200kg launching mass left for this mission, so

additional small spacecraft can be carried together with main probe or

launch vehicle. This provide a very good opportunity for CubeSat and

MicroSat to implement a deep space mission.

Piggy-bag Opportunity

The Piggy-bag Opportunity from First Chinese Asteroid Mission  
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◼ Based on mission scheme, there are two kinds of technical

approach for the piggy-bag opportunity.

◼ One option is developing a CubeSat and carried by main probe.

After arriving at vicinity of near-earth asteroid or the main–belt

comet, it is released and perform exploration together with main

probe or independent to the asteroid 2016HO3.

◼ Another option is developing a MicroSat and carried by launch

vehicle. It separated from launch vehicle just after the main probe

separated from launch vehicle. it will go to its own near-earth

asteroid target and perform independent exploration to the

selected target.

The Piggy-bag Opportunity from First Chinese Asteroid Mission  

Piggy-bag Mission Options
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◼ Perform collaborative exploration with main probe to achieve

certain scientific outcomes. Through the ranging with main probe,

the high accuracy orbit parameters, mass and gravity information

of the asteroid can be obtained.

◼ Demonstrate CubeSat platform technology for deep space

exploration.

CubeSat System Concept for Asteroid Mission

Mission Objectives 
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CubeSat System Concept for Asteroid Mission

Spacecraft Platform

◼ The spacecraft is designed based on the CubeSat platform

developed by DFH. The total mass is about 12kg.

◼ This cube satellite is a 6U architecture based on commercial off-

the-shelf (COTS) components.
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◼ It is a 3-axis stabilized spacecraft. Attitude determination will be

performed with the use of two star-trackers, one tri-axial gyroscope

and six sun sensors. Attitude control will be achieved with the use

of three reaction wheels.

◼ Relative navigation information will be provided by optical cameras.

◼ Because the constraints of mass and volume of a 6U CubeSat. A

cold gas propulsion system with 6 micro thrusters is carried using

for small orbit maneuver control and relative position control,

detumbling and desaturating reaction wheels.

CubeSat System Concept for Asteroid Mission

System Concept
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◼ There is no direct communication links between this cube

satellite and ground stations. It will communicate with earth

stations via mothership.

◼ An UHF communication link will be established from the cube

satellite to the main probe.

◼ In addition, it can be used as a transponder for ranging between

cube satellite and main probe.

◼ An optical camera is also carried onboard and used for the

relative navigation and taking pictures.

CubeSat System Concept for Asteroid Mission

System Concept
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◼ The cube satellite would be launched together with main probe.

◼ After arriving at targeted asteroid, it will be released from the

main probe and then run around the asteroid.

◼ During descent and landing phase of main probe, it will take

pictures for the main probe.

◼ After main probe landing on the asteroid, it will perform ranging

together with main probe. By means of analysis of obtained

multiple-way ranging data, the high accuracy orbit parameters,

mass and gravity information of the asteroid can be obtained.

CubeSat System Concept for Asteroid Mission

System Concept
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◼ Under current constraints and technical capabilities, a CubeSat is

very difficult to reach a target asteroid itself.

◼ For autonomous exploration mission, using a micro satellite is more

feasible option to implement.

◼ A MicroSat system concept is under studied at DFH, collaborated

with Beijing Institute of Technology (BIT).

◼ The mission strategy is to chose a Near Earth Object (NEO) as a

target. This micro satellite will go to its own Near-Earth asteroid

object, different from with 2016HO3 that the main probe will detect.

◼ Both asteroid fly-by and asteroid rendezvous were performed.

MicroSat System Concept for Autonomous Asteroid Mission

Mission Overview 
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◼ This micro satellite will be developed based on the micro satellite

platform of DFH.

System Concept

MicroSat System Concept for Autonomous Asteroid Mission
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◼ A very critical issue in designing the mission was selecting a suitable

asteroid target. Because the limitation of ΔV and mass.

◼ It is desirable to find an object with a low relative velocity to the

Earth. Targeting asteroids that fly close to earth minimizes the

propulsion required for fly-by and rendezvous. The asteroids has high

collision risk is considered for priority.

◼ The preliminary object selection have been done based on the

mission objectives and constraints. It considers the full asteroid

database with more than 600,000 asteroids.

◼ The possible targets: Apophis, 2008EV5, etc.

Asteroid Selection

MicroSat System Concept for Autonomous Asteroid Mission
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◼ The MicroSat asteroid mission proposed was to perform a fly-by and

rendezvous detection of a Near-Earth asteroid.

◼ The science instruments can be selected including optical cameras to

image the surface, gravity package to measure the mass and density

of the asteroid, small spectrometer measure the asteroid type and

composition, lidar to measure the shape and topography of the

asteroid accurately.

◼ The final selection of the instruments and scientific objectives will

further determined.

Scientific Objectives

MicroSat System Concept for Autonomous Asteroid Mission
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◼ The total mass of the

spacecraft is about 100kg.

◼ It is 3-axis stabilized and

has very flexible pointing

control mode, the high gain

antenna can be pointing to

the Earth ground stations.

System Overview Mass 98kg, Fuel Mass(Xe):5kg

Platform CAST100

Size 0.6m×0.6m×0.7m (Satellite body)

GNC

◼ 3-axis stabilized attitude control
◼ Reaction wheels (×4)
◼ Star tracker (×2)
◼ Fiber Optic Gyro (3+1)
◼ Sun Sensors (×5)
◼ Optical navigation camera(×1)

Propulsion

◼ Hall EPS (Xe propellant)  for orbit control
• Thrust: 5 mN
• Isp:1200s

◼ Cold gas for attitude control
•Thrust: 10mN
• 6 thrusters

Communication
◼ X band TT&C and data transmission
◼1 HGA, 1 MGA, 2 LGA for Downlink, 2 
LGA for Uplink 

MicroSat System Concept for Autonomous Asteroid Mission
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◼ Through navigation algorithms, GNC provide the spacecraft’s

capabilities to orbit tranfer, autonomous close proximity operations

and controlled hovering at targeted sites near the asteroid target.

◼ The hovering phase is very challenging for the spacecraft. Complex

navigation needed at low altitude orbits around an irregular

celestial body with weak , asymetric, rotating gravity field.

◼ This will be realized by means of interplanetary autonomous

navigation technology developed at CAST and BIT.

GNC

MicroSat System Concept for Autonomous Asteroid Mission
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◼ Propulsion system plays a very important role in deep space

exploration missions.

◼ The MicroSat will go to the targeted asteroid itself. This need a ΔV

of at least 1km/s. The required Δv depends heavily on the initial

launch orbit and the target selection.

◼ The cold gas systems only can provide low ΔV for TCMs or de-

saturate of reaction wheels, so micro electrical propulsion system

has to be used to provide big ΔV capability.

Propulsion  Selection 

MicroSat System Concept for Autonomous Asteroid Mission
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◼ The available power level can have significant impact on the

propulsive capabilities of a satellite platform in the case of electrical

propulsion.

◼ This presents very big challenge for the selection and development of

micro electrical propulsion system.

◼ Through trade-off study to current micro electrical propulsion system

based on the constraint conditions and technology maturity, a Hall

electrical propulsion system was selected for orbit transfer control.

◼ A cold gas propulsion system is also carried onboard using for

attitude control.

Propulsion  Selection 

MicroSat System Concept for Autonomous Asteroid Mission
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◼ X band will be used for communication between

spacecraft and Earth stations, including TT&C and

data transmission.

◼ A high gain parabolic antenna with 0.6 meter

aperture was used for data transmission

communication with Earth stations.

◼ The baseline strategy is to use the 35 m Chinese

Deep-Space Ground Stations capable to

communication in the X band. With a 3 W transmitter

RF-power we expect that a data rate of about 500

kBit/s can be achieved.

Communication System

MicroSat System Concept for Autonomous Asteroid Mission
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◼ A preliminary system concept using a micro

satellite to realize the autonomous asteroid

mission is proposed.

◼ It just a beginning, following in-depth studies

should be performed.

✓ The final selection of suitable asteroid object

✓ Orbit transfer scheme design

✓ Scientific objectives and science instruments

✓ High efficiency and long life micro electric propulsion

system

✓ Light and high performance antenna

✓ Optimized autonomous navigation method

✓ ……

◼ International collaborations are welcomed.

Future Development Ideas
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◼ In order to use a CubeSat to realize this

autonomous asteroid mission, some new

technology and miniaturized instruments have to be

further developed in the future.

✓ High efficiency propulsion

✓ High gain deployable antenna

✓ High efficiency transponder

✓ High data rate transmissions

✓ High efficiency power

✓ High accuracy attitude control

◼ All onboard system capabilities must be developed

in miniaturized and lightweight way, and can fits in

a constrained and limited volume of CubeSats.

◼ Paves the way to accomplish high-priority

interplanetary science mission using CubeSats.

Future Development Ideas
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➢ With continuous technology development and innovation, in the future,

smaller spacecraft (MicroSats or NanoSats) can play more and more

important role in planetary mission.

➢ First Chinese asteroid mission provide a very good piggy-bag opportunity

for MicroSat and CubeSat interplanetary exploration.

➢A CubeSat system concept was proposed on a piggy-bag ride with main

probe. It can perform exploration together with major probe.

➢ Another MicroSat system concept was also proposed, can autonomously

fly to a target asteroid to perform exploration independently.

➢ DFH would like to cooperate with other companies and institutions in

future on small interplanetary missions.

Summary
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